PTZ Control Panel & area temperature measurement
Retrieve historical data of thermal imaging camera
Imaging temperature curve of the thermal imaging alarm, display of thermal
Real time preview of thermal imaging image, statistics
Live View
Sensor Setting
Find and switch
Device List
Max. 64 channels
Choose live video
Live Video
Different areas can be selected
Temperature Curve
inspection records, generate inspection report, etc.
Configure thermal imaging inspection plan, retrieve
Thermal Image Search
Show information of thermal
Alarm Record
20 points/lines/areas
Fire prevention
Surveillance Multi-strategy Combo
The combined usage of intelligent analysis and temperature measurements can exclude false alarms before or in the early stage of a fire hazard.
Real-time Sound and Light Alarm
There are built-in alarm lights and speakers for models whose name ends with CT or DT to activate the sound and light alarm when anomalies are found; Voice customizable.
Indoor/Outdoor Fire Prevention
Voted models can be electrically meet the indoor and outdoor detection needs for the fire spot short, medium, long distances; and abnormally high temperatures of targets.

Industrial Temperature Measurement
Temperature Accuracy
\[\pm 0.5 \text{ °C} / \pm 1 \%\]
Temperature Range Customizable
-20°C~150°C (-4°F~302°F)
Worm Gear and Worm Drive PTZ
Thermal PTZ cameras can monitor the temperature of preset points, which means the requirement of multi-object temperature measuring in one scenario.

Deep Learning

Human Detection
Single Line Crossing
Double Line Crossing
Smoking
Smoking Detection
Human/Vehicle/Fire spot/
Human/Vehicle/smoke/temperature difference/temperature rise
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